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[Editor's note: Continuing a series taken directly from Bonnie

Ross-Parker's book, Y.O.U. Set a High Standard for Being

Human. We will publish a chapter each month though

2009]
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“I appreciate all things I have I my life”

A young man from Haiti who dreamed of coming to  America tells stories

that every day he focuses on the  things he appreciates.

He is appreciative of clean floors and a bed to sleep in. He also is

grateful for warm clothes and more than one  meal a day. He focuses on

the things we take for granted.

Don’t take life for granted. Appreciate what you have  and know there

exists unlimited abundance.

Continuously Remind Others of the Value They Bring You

Make people feel valued by expressing how valuable they are to you.

Acknowledge people who have supported you in  your business, career,

or in your personal challenges 

Practice Spirituality In All Encounters

Listen to your inner knowledge and act upon it. Focus on coming from a

loving place in everything you do.
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Believe in love. Believe in
equality.

Be grateful every day for what is yours.

Express Gratitude to Service Providers

Appreciate services and businesses that add to your life such as banks,

the post office, grocery stores, gas stations, and many, many more. The

services that are simply integral to our every day existence deserve

gratitude. We  all have different  roles in the fabric of society. Make

certain you appreciate those jobs on which you depend.

Acknowledge the “Small Stuff” and Prepare for the “Big

Opportunities”

Don’t take anything for granted. Every step is a  step toward success. 

See little steps as the path to your continuous  journey.

What Five Steps Can You Take to  Focus on Appreciation as a Way

of  Life?

Action Steps:
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“I am a little pencil in the hand of a writing  God who is sending a love

letter to the  world.”

Mother Teresa
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Bonnie Ross-Parker, America's Connection Diva, is a multi-dimensional

entrepreneur with a background in teaching, franchising, network

marketing, direct selling, mentoring and publishing. She has had several

articles published, is a Certified Network Marketer and authored two

books: Walk In My Boots - The Joy of Connecting and Y.O.U. - Set A

High Standard for Being Human. Passionate about networking, in

August, 2002, Bonnie launched her licensed program, "The Joy of

Connecting" - an innovative program for women who are serious about

growing their business. Women who participate are entrepreneurs,

professionals and business owners. There are currently 60 locations for

The Joy of Connecting in 12 states. Check it out at:

www.TheJOYofConnecting.com Bonnie travels nationwide providing

workshops on "Effective Networking for Effective Results" and primarily

focuses on women in the profession of direct selling/network marketing.  
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